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New Media and 
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The changing face 
of journalism 
The Internet and social media changes the way we 
think about journalism ethics. 

It is a new way to distribute and share, but also 
source stories.

Handheld technologies (smartphones) have also 
changed the way we write and photograph stories, 
and the way they are read.

So, what additional issues are we now 

grappling with?  

Image Credit

https://www.flickr.com/photos/markuskoller/14857063578/in/photolist-oCSkoA-cCoRyE-4P15uW-9hkFA6-7P8jHV-9hkFjc-7MxCj9-68AumY-68AujL-68wgj8-rppqv8-6UUdnc-9hkF6D-oQYLv-9hkG5z-9hoP5E-9hkGnn-a7xcmk-9hoQ83-9hoPVb-2Hzj13-aq2F2-8m3HwX-9S8dUH-8m3JQ8-2Hv1XT-qMSaVr-8hzBx4-8oBr3G-93QSZE-93QTtA-8m3Fvz-8m6SiL-6awgK-8m6RU9-98X14k-8m6PL7-XjgB-qMepR7-6B6tZS-pn47sx-8hzB4M-9LjgAn-8m6Rum-8hCRTs-8m6R59-8hCSis-8hCRiq-8m3F4F-bER864
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Distribution, readers 
and audience
The old model: easier to imagine and get a handle 
on readership numbers, based on sales. Journalists 
wrote to print/ broadcast deadlines. 

“Publish and be damned.” 
Arthur Wellesley, 1824

The new model: The temptation is to write 
and publish immediately before verifying 
sources. But just because stories can easily be 
updated later, is it ok to ‘publish first, check 
later’? It’s hard to control who sees your work, 
whether it’s taken out of context, re-used or 
even changed. 
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Online sources: is all 
online content a ‘source’? 
Respect the rules of a community - just as you 
would offline in a local community, but also online, 
in social media. Does finding a ‘source’ on Twitter 
mean you can use it without permission? Because 
sometimes we use public platforms in private ways 
we wouldn’t want the world to see.

The best approach is to directly ask for permission 
when an online source is found, and wait for the 
answer! - they may be ok with you using the quote, 
but don’t assume they want to be linked to as a 
credit - they may prefer to be kept anonymous. 

Another benefit of contacting sources is the 
potential for further interview and context. This is 
ethically sound but can also give your story the edge 
over other coverage. 
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Online ‘sources’ that 
aren’t yet stories
It is all too easy to scrape or search online media 
and data for stories. 

Or if a story or issue exists, we can collect 
public opinion on a topic, for example from 
tweets. Amongst other issues, think beyond the 
convenience of this method - is it representative? 
Does that source material reflect diversity?

If you are using sources as public opinion rather 
than sources or ‘truth’, describe them in that way. 
Be transparent. 

Are some sources more ‘ok’ to source from than 
others? Do people use Twitter and Facebook 
in different ways? Facebook tends to be more 
personal, private. 
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Churnalism damages 
journalism
Churnalism: journalism where press releases or pre-
existing online content is used to ‘churn out’ articles 
because it’s quick and easy. For example, Reddit stories 
being reprinted in newspapers. 

But what does this do for readerships, if they’re not 
aware stories are being re-used? Is this ok? 

What does this generally do for journalism’s reputation? 

Is it only mainstream journalists that do this? Citizen 
journalists also sometimes repost mainstream stories. 
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The journalist’s 
responsibility
You are accountable to your news organisation, 
if you work for one. But even as an independent 
citizen journalist, you are accountable to your 
audience, which can be quite unknown.   

Think of yourself too, as a professional. What will 
people remember you for? 

Consider who might see your story. If you are critical 
of a company, could that company see it, is that 
what you wanted? 

Quote and source carefully. Could even your 
anonymous quotes be traced back to the source?

Always keep your records and source material, for 
the day when your work is challenged or accused of 
being unethical. 
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https://flic.kr/p/dVqA87
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Ethical and moral 
responsibility of 
citizen journalists

What additional responsibilities do citizen 
journalists have? 

They can offer voice to people who wouldn’t 
otherwise get it from mainstream media. But then 
they must also be protected, if necessary. 

They can share knowledge and expertise, so people 
can tell their own stories, share photos, etc with 
social media. 

They can hold organisations and powerholders to 
account. 
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Impartiality and 
accuracy
Mainstream news organisations are regulated, and 
expected to be impartial, accurate and balanced. 
But even they will run opinion or editorial pieces. 

Online and citizen journalism can do the same, but 
is usually NOT regulated, other than by their own 
moral and ethical code. What is your code? 

Do readers lower their expectations of impartiality 
and accuracy when reading online content, or are 
they likely to take it as ‘truth’? What can give them 
confidence in your work? It can be tempting to 
run with a story immediately, but consider those 
journalistic standards that we expect of mainstream 
journalism. 
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Anonymity

Why do we offer people anonymity when we write 
stories? To protect them? For their privacy? 

But if someone is anonymous, does it mean 
they can make unverified claims and attack 
others? Should sources be accountable as well as 
journalists? 

Confidentiality can be offered to a source and 
protected using encryption software, “burner” 
cellphones and other means?

Don’t assume anonymity is always the correct way 
to go - sometimes people will want to be named. 
You are giving them voice. 
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https://flic.kr/p/6c4E1Y
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Recognise and respect 
‘digital labour’
Don’t steal other people’s content without 
recognition, especially if their work is voluntary 
and your ‘theft’ will result in income for you!

If you wouldn’t want it done to you, don’t do it 
to others. 

Hyperlinking to sources, reports and other work 
helps with transparency, the seeking of truth. 

Image Credit

https://flic.kr/p/7bG25e
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Crowdsourced / funded 
journalism 
Citizen journalism is largely unregulated and 
also not financed, so people sometimes look to 
crowdsourcing to cover time and costs. 

www.beaconreader.com

www.contributoria.com

www.newspryng.co.uk

Is a story paid for by a number of unknown online 
sources more ethically sound? Because it reveals an 
audience who value its worth? 

Campaigns / investigations can also benefit from 
online petitions to to demonstrate public opinion. 
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Images

Start by being skeptical: Images must be carefully 
used if provenance and context are not available. 
Where were they taken? By who? When? 

What does the photo source say is being shown, 
and can that be verified? 

Did the photographer have a specific agenda or 
were they instinctively capturing a moment? 

What is ethical treatment or re use of an image? 
Should the photographer or source always be 
named, even if it puts them in danger? 

Manipulation of images through editing or 
retouching images also manipulates audiences. 
Even without editing, your re-use of the image 
changes the story.  
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https://flic.kr/p/mC4uCp
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Assume nothing: 
verification 
Just as we are skeptical of images, be skeptical of any 
source or story, especially if it’s clear an agenda is being 
pushed or a story is politically loaded. 

Even if you can correct your story later, it will too late 
for your readers by then; you can’t email everyone who 
read your story online. 

Check out our Fact Checking for the Web resources for 
more information. 
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Image credits, under 
Creative Commons 
Slide 2:   Markus Koller: https://flic.kr/p/oCSkoA

Slide 7:   Stephan Starnes: https://flic.kr/p/dVqA87

Slide 10:  Stathis Stavrianos: https://flic.kr/p/6c4E1Y

Slide 11:  Jorge Quinteros: https://flic.kr/p/7bG25e

Slide 13:  IHH Humanitarian Relief Foundation: https://flic.kr/p/mC4uCp
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In the next topic we will be looking 
at The Agenda: Who are you writing 
for and for what purpose?


